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SUPERKARTS! USA UNITES WITH INTERNATIONAL KART FEDERATION
New partnership focused on stabilizing IKF program and preserving history
TEMECULA, CA (January 23, 2018) – Superkarts! USA is pleased to announce the ground-breaking confirmation that they are uniting with the
International Kart Federation and will merge the historic national organization with the SKUSA family. SKUSA owner Tom Kutscher has been
in talks with IKF management for some time, and the continuing evolution of the sport has paved the way for this new partnership. The IKF
currently sanctions over 50 clubs, three regional series and four Grand Nationals in the United States and Canada. All effort will be made to keep
business as usual, with the added horsepower of the Superkarts! USA staff aiding in future growth and stability. Current sanctioning will continue
for 2018 as SKUSA evaluates any new approaches for the future. Memberships, track sanctioning and plans for Grand National events for 2018
will continue uninterrupted and further information will be made available soon.
“Keeping IKF’s legacy and heritage alive and reenergized for the future with this marriage is critically important to me and the IKF leadership and
staff,” said Roger Miller, IKF President. “The entire board has been wrestling with how to move into the future and coming together with SKUSA
will benefit our members and affiliated clubs, track and organizations.”
The IKF is the oldest karting organization and has been part of karting’s foundation since 1957 and the sport has changed a great deal over the
last 60 years. The IKF is a volunteer-driven organization, as it has been throughout its history, but that approach to series and event management
has been facing difficulties for some time and change is needed. The IKF has struggled with numbers and the organization has come to a point
when it was time to move on. Under SKUSA’s stewardship, the IKF will gain much needed manpower and stability.
“The IKF is part of the foundation of the sport and my goal with this partnership is to preserve its history while also stabilizing its regional
programs,” offered Tom Kutscher, SKUSA President. “Our sport needs organizations that can provide rule structure, continuity and stability from
the grassroots club level through regional racing to national competition, and I believe that our work with the IKF will be a major positive for
karting on the West Coast.”
More detailed information on this exciting partnership will be made in the coming weeks.
###
About Superkarts! USA:
Established in 1995, Superkarts! USA is dedicated to shifterkart and TaG racing, and is the leader in the field, promoting four regional racing
series. Racing programs are currently running in California, Canada, Florida, Hawaii, Indiana, Louisiana, Nevada, Oregon, Texas and Washington,
in cooperation and support from official tire supplier MG Tires and the Evinco line of race tires. In 2018, the organization will be promoting the
ninth edition of the SKUSA Pro Tour, which features the WinterNationals, SpringNationals and SummerNationals. All of this leads up to the 22nd
running of the annual SKUSA SuperNationals – the biggest kart race in the world – held every November in Las Vegas, NV. For more information
on SKUSA, please visit www.superkartsusa.com.

